Nelson Notes
Newsletter of Nelson Group, Association of Administrative Professionals NZ Inc
PO Box 1350, Nelson 7040

“Promoting professional development and excellence”

SEPTEMBER 2020

Dates To Diarise
GROUP MEETING
Wednesday, 21 October
Get to Know the Nelson Library
Tuesday, 17 November
TBA

NELSON GROUP SOCIAL LUNCH
Thursday, 10 September, 12-1pm
DeVille Cafe, 22 New Street

MANAGEMENT TEAM MEETING
Tuesday, 1 September 5.45pm by Zoom
Tuesday, 6 October 5.30pm

OTHER EVENTS
AAPNZ Professional Development Forum
Friday, 20 November (afternoon)
Saturday, 21 November

NEWSLETTER

TUESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER
COVID-19: Its effect on our health,
emotions, society and economy
During her nursing training in the early 1980s,
Annette’s class watched a pandemic unfold …
it was terrifying. By the time the INP Clinic
opened in 1989, there was still uncertainty
about the transmission of HIV.
Between then and now, there have been a
series of pandemics - each one of them giving us some lessons to
get ready for the next.
However, this pandemic is the most far-reaching and has had
the most direct impact on the lives of New Zealanders - and not
just New Zealand - the world. As each country has responded,
in different ways, we have an unexpected and unwanted
international experiment to find the best way of managing the
impact of Covid-19.
It is a unique situation. If a researcher wanted to take this
approach, it would never pass any Ethics Committee process.
Yet, here we are - many countries doing different things to get
what they hope will be an effective response.
What lessons were there in the past? Can we apply them
today? What should we be considering? Where do we go from
here?

Deadline for articles to be included in the
October newsletter is Friday,
9 October 2020.
Please e-mail Margaret Bartlett at

bushrunner@xtra.co.nz
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When: Tuesday, 15 September 2020
Where: To be advised.
Time:

5.30pm-6.00pm Socialising, networking, food and
drink
6.00pm - 7.00pm Presentation
Cost
$7 members, $10 non members, Admin guests free
RSVP: Susan Sparrow robinwhalleyoffice@gmail.com by
Friday, 11 September
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President’s Report
Greetings Fellow Members
Margaret Black flew the flag for the Nelson Group at
the Southern Regional Gathering in Christchurch at the
beginning of August – thanks, Margaret. I look
forward to reading your report.

August Newsletter Contributors
Thank you to this month’s contributors
Margaret Bartlett

Kathy Webb

Patti Rizer

Margaret Black

Fran Martin

A small contingent of Nelson Group members joined
a total of 50 AAPNZ members at the virtual AGM on
Saturday, 15 August. The meeting was well run, and
the voting on the remits went seamlessly – all
electronic, of course. See the report in the newsletter.
Although it was disappointing not to have a face-toface meeting in August due to COVID-19, it was a
successful meeting with more members able to attend
because it was virtual, including Wendy Knight from
Amberley. Peter Kortegast shared some interesting
points about transportation and demographic changes
in Nelson/Tasman. I wonder how many people know
that the Rocks Road wall was built in 1880 – and we
are still relying on it!
Annette Milligan, who was to have spoken at our
APD lunch, will be talking at our September group
meeting. We look forward to hearing the latest
information about COVID-19.
If you know anyone who may benefit from what we
have to offer, please invite them to join us at our
meetings.
Once again, I ask everyone to give some thought to
topics you would like to hear about at our group
meetings in 2021. We are looking for new ideas as
well as guest speakers. The Management Team will
be meeting at the beginning of October to plan the
schedule for next year, so please share your ideas as
soon as possible.
Have a good month!
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Look up at the stars and not

down at your feet. Try to make
sense of what you see, and
wonder about what makes the
universe exist. Be curious.
Stephen Hawking

Kathy Webb
President
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AUGUST GROUP MEETING REPORT by Fran Martin
Peter Kortegast – Transportation and Demographic Changes in Nelson/Tasman Region
Our speaker for August was Peter Kortegast from WSP Ltd. He shared with us an overview of the Nelson Future
Transport Study and some of the future choices that we have as residents of Nelson.
In Nelson, we have two roads into town: Rocks Road and Waimea Road.
Currently, options are really either to increase buses and/or increase cycle ways, but long term there are other options
under review. This process has led to the Future of Nelson Transport Business Case.
Future of Nelson Transport Business Case process:
1. Identifying what the problems are - NZTA developed a strategic case and decided the problem was travel
‘uncertainty’. Currently, traffic out of town at peak times adds 5-10 minutes to your travel time. NZTA realised that
we actually need three roads to cope with the volume of traffic to have ‘free flow’. They also realised Rocks Road
amenity and safety needed to be improved for walking and cyclists.
2. Options – see below.
3. Selecting the best option.
Key factors for future design and ideas:
1. Climate – Uncertainty, a changing climate and increase in storms, etc. Rocks Road is very vulnerable. The original sea
wall was built in 1880!
2. Society – Transport shapes our communities: as a city, we need to consider what urban form do we want to take?
Usually, in an urban area 30% is roads. Changing expectations of how we get from A to B show in the interesting
figures below:

With more desire for healthier lifestyles, effective urban planning can promote healthier lifestyles. We have an
ageing population – by 2030 the Nelson retired population will probably account for 30% - 65%, and in Blenheim
35-40% of the total population.
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AUGUST GROUP MEETING REPORT Cont’d
3. Technology – We are heading towards more electric cars and working from home. Trends of electric cars show that
we drive more often, drive shorter distances and tend to drive ourselves (fewer passengers).
4. Resources – How much money do we actually want to spend? For example, if we want to live out in rural areas, it is
very costly to bring people in on public transport. Stopping public transport to remote areas may appear harsh but
can be used to limit urban sprawl. This trend has been proved overseas.
OPTIONS:
Option 1: Three lanes on Rocks Road
Option 2: New Southern Link
Option 3: Maximise efficiency of existing routes and reduce vehicle use
Option 4: Three lanes on Waimea Road
What future do we want?
For example, in the UK, they decided to widen the M25, but before they had even finished, they needed to widen it
more. At some point you have to stop. Examples of Maitai Valley and Tui Glen developments were discussed. Will
these reduce congestion?
Peter’s talk was followed by a Q&A session and an interesting discussion around the options of roads vs public transport.

ADMIN ADVANTAGE - Sherie Pointon
Sherie Pointon, AAPNZ’s National Social Media Officer, has kindly allowed Nelson Group to use
her Zoom Pro (video conferencing software) for our Management Team and Nelson Group
meetings without charge.
As a way of a thank you, we want to introduce our members to Sherie and promote her
business, Admin Advantage.
Admin Advantage offers a wide range of services, from training solutions for admin teams to
one-to-one mentoring and coaching. Sherie has worked with some of the big four accounting firms through to admin
teams within schools. She has spoken at events like AAPNZ group meetings through to international events such as
the Executive and Personal Assistants Association (EPAA) virtual conference - this year with over 300 people online for
her session. One of Admin Advantage’s points of difference is that Sherie also takes contract positions to keep her
skills current.
Sherie created Admin Advantage because she saw a gap in the market for training, assessment and consultancy for
the business support profession by someone who is a business support professional. She was frustrated attending
courses and events led by trainers who had never been an EA. Sherie spoke at length with Eth Lloyd, AAPNZ Life
Member and her mentor, about the move. At the time, Eth was considering retirement from being an assessor for the
business administration qualifications, so the timing for both of them was right.
Sherie has a passion for professional development of all administrative professionals. She has been an administrative
professional for over 15 years in the public and not-for-profit sector. She has been the President of AAPNZ Wellington
Group, Executive Officer at the Institute of Public Administration NZ (IPANZ), and Business Manager at
Ako Aotearoa, the National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence.
Sherie has also been a finalist two years running in the prestigious Administrative Professional of the Year Award.
To contact Sherie and hear more about what she can do for you, email sherie@adminadvantage.co.nz
Thank you, Sherie, for the very kind gesture of allowing us to use your Zoom Pro for our Management Team and group
meetings at no cost.
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL GATHERING REPORT by Margaret Black
Saturday, 1 August 2020, Christchurch
I had offered to take anyone to Christchurch who was attending the SRG. Dulcie Carson rang and asked for a lift down
to see her grandchildren and great grandchildren. We set off in the purple Mini early on a non-frosty Friday morning
and had a good trip. Dulcie told some great stories of her adventurous life, and I’m guessing there are lots of stories she
didn’t tell me.
Another trip maybe?
The Southern Regional Gathering (SRG) was held in Tonkin & Taylor’s offices. They were lovely - very new and modern
with every workstation having an electronic stand/sit desk.

Vicki Faint – AAPNZ National President
Vicki opened the meeting with the story of her journey to being awarded the Administrative Professional of the Year
Award and onwards from there. Following are points she spoke on:
 The future of the Association is dependent on all of us.
 National AGM – she encouraged everyone to attend.
 NET is to review the strategic plan later this year.
 Her goal is to have 1000 members by 2022 (currently just over 300).
 She would like to set pathways for new members to move into Management Team and NET positions.
 She introduced the idea of Group President Forums to enable groups to talk together via virtual networking.
 2020/2021 – remove complexities of running groups by bringing back how-to guides.
 NET is looking at producing six-weekly webinars as an added member benefit.
 Vicki hopes to visit all groups throughout the year.

Dawn Baxendale – CEO of Canterbury City Council

Dawn is originally from Yorkshire in the UK; she’s been in Christchurch for only a short time. She told us about her journey
from working class Yorkshire where girls were not encouraged to gain a higher education, through to heading one of the
largest city councils in Europe – Birmingham. She has a lovely down-to-earth nature and is
totally besotted with Christchurch.
Here are some points from her speech:








She will promote AAPNZ in her next newsletter.
Without the support of an administrator (backbone), she could not do her job.
She and her EA have a professional relationship as well as a friendship based on honesty
and trust.
She regards her EA as her protector and guard and intelligence gatherer.
Dawn focuses on public service, making Canterbury what Cantabrians want.
She spoke of COVID-19 and how that was all about managing rise and adapting to change.
Her advice – get a coach or mentor and then give back.
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL GATHERING REPORT Cont’d
Nerida Ramsay and Arna Wahl Davies – Composition Event Management
Nerida and Arna are lovely ladies and gave a lively presentation. They are Professional
Conference Organisers (PCOs). They are based in Christchurch but work nationwide.
Their company is accredited with Conventions & Incentives New Zealand (CINZ).
Examples of conferences they have managed include:
 NZ College of Midwives
Strong cultural element
Panel discussions
Exhibition space
AGM
 Ministry of Primary Industries
Live interactive displays with animals and indoor bbq’s. They explained the logistics of this with

smoke from the bbq’s
 Hospice NZ
They said this was amazing and beautiful, a conference with a lot of heart
They first discovered ‘tape art’, interactive art using masking tape


What they do:
 Planning and administration
 Budget and financial management
 Destination and venues
 Programme and speakers
 Digital and virtual conference solutions
 Promotion, communication, and marketing
 Sponsorship and exhibition
 Accommodation
 Registration processing
They use event software
Good for contact tracing – secure
24-hour reporting
Dietary requirements – they had some funny stories regarding this
Privacy policies
 Social functions
 Logistics
 Supplier management
 Onsite management



Due to COVID-19 they have had to adapt some areas of their conferences
 Contact tracing
 Trending away from buffet style meals
 They require bigger rooms with more space so people can spread out
 Venue contracts are now ‘next level’
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL GATHERING REPORT Cont’d
Sue Henderson – Crisis Management
Sue worked for Flight Centre in Australia for 20 years and had been the leader of their
Crisis Management Team since the 2004 Boxing Day Tsunami. She had some very
interesting stories to tell, not all of them bad, but it certainly opened our eyes to what
could go wrong!
She had some good points on handling a crisis, which could be applied to any dramatic
scenario:


Crisis




A time of great difficulty or danger

 A period when important or difficult decisions must be made
To manage a crisis


Mitigate the impact on the business



Mitigate the impact on people












Work out how to assess the situation
Crisis can be internal or external
It’s important to focus on business continuity and disaster recovery
She always focused on customers, staff and business
Don’t be afraid to ask for help
She would need to verify and assess a crisis (was it fake news?)
Important to establish the status of customers
Constantly update and advise
Mantra: Ready; Respond; Review; Amend

There was also a time after lunch when each Group President spoke briefly about their group, what they’d been up to,
what had worked well recently and what they wanted to work on.
We finished the day with drinks and nibbles - it was all very pleasant.

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAY

W

arm birthday wishes to the following birthday girl:

Thelma Price

7 September

BRAIN TEASERS
1. Twice four and twenty blackbirds sitting in the rain. I
shot and killed a quarter of them. How many do remain?
2. JAJWUTH- TFAPOW- JFDABHC — What are the next
five letters in this sequence.
(Hint: Think back to childhood rhymes.)
3. A vowel-less proverb. FLND HSMN YRSN PRTD (What
is the proverb?)
4. A. blast, paper, box, bank
B. juice, bag, cradle, carpet
Which word from Group B belongs with the words
from Group A?
5. How can you make four 9’s equal 100?
See answers elsewhere
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47TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF AAPNZ INC
Saturday, 15 August, 11am - Virtual Meeting Using Zoom (by Patti Rizer)
Professional and impressive is the only way to describe the 47th AGM of AAPNZ. Sherie Pointon and Joanne Gallop
were co-hosts of the Zoom meeting, and National President Vicki Faint chaired the meeting. A total of 50 members
attended the AGM. This report will briefly explain how we logged in to the meeting, spoke, voted on motions and
remits, moved or seconded a motion. Also shown is what a screen looked like showing a remit ballot and the poll
results.
To begin with, we were asked to be logged into Zoom 15 minutes before the meeting (10.45am). After joining the
meeting, we registered by keying in our name and group in the Chat function. The host muted all attendees. If we
wanted to talk, we used the Raise Hand function in the Chat area and the host unmuted the speaker.
To Move or Second a motion, we went to the Chat function and typed in “I move” or “I second” with our name and
group.
Five remits (excerpts below) were presented, discussed and voted on. The procedure was flawless and efficient.
Below are the poll results from Remit 1 and the ballot and poll results of Remit 5 (which was the only remit not to
pass). After discussion on each remit, the computer screen showed a voting ballot. After each attendee voted, the
results were shown on the screen seconds later.
Remit 1
THAT Annual General Meetings may be held either face to face, by way of a virtual
meeting or by electronic communication. The ballot appeared on our screen, we
voted, and the results of Remit 1 showed on our screens (see photo on right).
Remit 2
THAT the 2020 AAPNZ National Conference of the Association of Administrative Professionals New Zealand Inc be held
as a virtual meeting and postponed to 20-21 November 2020. As Remit 1 was passed, there was no need to vote on
Remit 2.
Remit 3
THAT the 48th Annual General Meeting and National Conference of the Association of Administrative Professionals
New Zealand Inc be hosted by the Tauranga Group. (Passed)
Remit 4
THAT the 49th Annual General Meeting and National Conference of the Association of Administrative Professionals
New Zealand Inc be hosted by the Wellington Group.
(Passed)
Remit 5
THAT the wording of Rule 21 be amended to add in a
section regarding the length of term of office holders.
(Lost)
Results of Election of National Officers
National President, Vicki Faint
1st Vice President, Joanne Gallop
2nd Vice President, Tracey Fleet
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AAPNZ NELSON GROUP 30TH ANNIVERSARY
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GRAMMAR TIP-Capitals Up Style or Down Style by Patti Rizer
Do you capitalise the first word in a list?
It depends. Two standard approaches are “up style” and “down style”. Up style sets the first letter
in uppercase, but it’s ineffective when it’s overused. Down style sets the first letter of all but proper
nouns in lower case. It’s friendlier than up style and may consume less space, but sometimes it’s too
casual.
When the items in a list are not complete sentences, the initial word may be capitalised or not, assuming it isn’t a proper
noun. I prefer the Up Style in this situation.
Example:
Up Style
1 Books
2 Magazines
3 Pamphlets

Down Style
1 books
2 magazines
3 pamphlets

When each of the items in a list forms the continuation a complete sentence, the initial word may be capitalised or not,
assuming it isn’t a proper noun. However, my preference is to use the Down Style in these situations for ease of reading.
Examples:
Up Style
Capitalise the first word of:
a Every sentence.
b Direct quotations.
c Salutations.

Down Style
Capitalise the first word of:
a every sentence.
b direct quotations.
c salutations.

Up Style
Please get me year-end figures on:
a Domestic sales revenues.
b Total operating costs.
c Net operating income.

Down Style
Please get me year-end figures on:
a domestic sales revenues.
b total operating costs.
c net operating income.

Capitalise the first word in the list if the items in the list are complete sentences and use full stops (or other terminal
punctuation).
Example 1:
Employees who do not pass their certification exams will be retested:
 Candidates who have attained a total combined score below 550 on prior exams must retake the full battery of five
tests.
 Candidates who have attained a total combined score of 550 or higher on prior exams may be permitted a partial
administration of one or more tests.
 No more than three testing sessions (either initial or retesting sessions) may be scheduled for a candidate in one
calendar year.
Example 2:
In government and political science, learners are given opportunities to answer questions such as:
 What is civic life?
 What is government?
 What are the foundations of the New Zealand political system?
 What are the basic values and principles of New Zealand democracy?
 What is the relationship of New Zealand to other nations and to world affairs?
Sources are inconsistent in usage, so I recommend you use the visual approach - look at your list after keying it and
decide which looks better. And whatever you do, be consistent!
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SKILLS BASE by Debbie Mayo-Smith
Google Maps – Measuring
Ever wonder how far you’ve walked or biked? The size of a property? Want to know the size of a roof or
lawn?
Let Google Maps help you. Simply right click on a spot to start measuring distance on the map. Each click sets
a pin that can be adjusted. The distance will show in miles and kilometres.

Translate My Document
A recent MS Office update added a new feature Translate. Any document can be translated instantly into
another language. It opens the translated version as a new document. Try to read your new one using your
school Spanish or French Review Ribbon > Language Menu >Translate

Excel Tip
Would you like the current date to always appear in an Excel spreadsheet?
Simply type this into the cell. =Today() and hit enter.

Explore Live Nature Cams
Bears. Eagles. Tropical Reefs. There’s an enormous list of worldwide live cams with many types of animals.
A fun rainy day activity for children. Explore Live Nature Cams.
Don’t miss The Royal Cam – Dunedin Royal Albatross Colony. The live webcam is focused on a young
albatross atop a hill with the city in the background. Watch the juvenile albatross or voyeuristically check the
Dunedin weather. https://www.doc.govt.nz/royalcam

Let Microsoft Read To You
Useful to know - in Windows 10 you can have Word, Outlook read content out loud to you
 Word > Review Ribbon > Speech Menu > Read Aloud.
 Outlook Message > Speech Menu > Read Aloud.
 365 Word and OneNote online, go to the Search Bar > type Immersive Reader.

Google Desktop Map – A Decade in Reverse
A little-known trick with desktop Google Maps is to view historic street views at various times over the past
10 years.
Open Google Maps. Type in a location.
Grab the little yellow person in the lower-right corner and drag / drop it where you’d like it. The map turns to
street view.
Look for the clock icon in the gray box - top-left of the screen.
Tap and drag the slider back through time to see 360-degree views from previous years
This feature isn’t available 100% for everywhere; however, it’s very widespread with most locations having
the full decade of data.
Debbie Mayo-Smith aka Ms Effective is one of New Zealand’s most sought-after motivational speakers and trainers. Debbie gives
speeches, seminars and trains on technology and personal productivity. Sign up for her monthly quick tip newsletter here.
http://debbiespeaks.com/newsletter/newsletter-sign-up/
To have Debbie speak at your next event or train your team call 64 27 575 5359 or visit her www.debbiespeaks.com
Published by SuccessIS. Debbie Mayo-Smith International Motivational Business Speaker and Author, 35 Chelmsford Ave, Glendowie, Auckland
NZ. Phone 64 9 575 5359. Copyright 2017 SuccesslS.
All rights reserved. SuccessIS is committed to protecting your privacy.
We do not sell, trade, rent or otherwise disclose any personal information you provide to us.
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NELSON GROUP MANAGEMENT TEAM 2020/2021
Group President

Co-Financial Officer

Kathy Webb
545 1755 h

Katrina Aldridge

021 134 3736 m

skwebb@xtra.co.nz

Newsletter Editor
Margaret Bartlett
547 7759 h
027 3099 655 m

bushrunner@xtra.co.nz

027 262 5592 m

Katrina.Aldridge@wsp.com

Administration Officer
Historian
Margaret Black
027 615 5141

blacklamont@gmail.com
Education Officer
Membership Officer
Patti Rizer
548 7232 h
021 053 2953 m

patti@ts.co.nz

Social Media Officer
Rossana Rogers
542 2100 h
027 372 5087 m

rossanarogers@xtra.co.nz

Events Co-ordinator

Photographer

Co-Financial Officer

Susan Sparrow
546 9535

Irene Buchan

Kathy Tatlock

021 122 5312 m

021 409 631 m

027 473 3567 m

ibuchan@ihug.co.nz

Kathytatlock@gmail.com

robinwhalleyoffice@gmail.com

Answers:
1.After shooting a quarter of the birds, the rest would
fly off. (2 × (4 + 20))/4 = 12. 2. AJCTA..(and Jack
came Tumbling After) 3. A fool and his money are soon
parted, 4. Bag. 5. 99 9/9 = 100.
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